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Unit – Past Indefinite Tense 

Study Material 

1.What is Past Indefinite Tense ? 

Ans – When the form of a verb shows an action in past time,it is said to be in 

Past Indefinite Tense. 

In other words ,an action that happened in past time is called Past Indefinite 

Tense 

Ex- The child broke the mirror. 

Rule of framing Affirmative sentence in Past Indefinite Tense : 

*Subject + Past form of action verb + rest. 

   I went to school yesterday. 

So,to frame an affirmative sentence in Past Indefinite Tense we have to put the 

subject first,then past form of action verb and then the rest part of the 

sentence. 

*In Past Indefinite Tense ,the action verbs take the same form with all subjects. 

Rule of framing Interrogative sentence in Past Indefinite Tense : 

*Did +Subject +Present form of action verb + rest ? 

  Did the girl dance well ? 

So,to frame an interrogative sentence in Past Indefinite Tense we have to 

begin it (the sentence)with ‘Did’.Then we will put the subject ,then Present 

form of action verb and then the rest part of the sentence. 

Rule of framing Negative sentence in Past Indefinite Tense : 



 

 

*Subject +did + not + Present form of action verb + rest. 

   They did not bathe in the river. 

So,to frame a negative sentence in Past Indefinite Tense we have to write the 

subject first.Then ‘did not’ will be used.Then we will put the present form of 

action verb and then rest part of the sentence. 

1.Frame  sentences  as  directed : 

a.Subject +Past form of action verb + rest. 

b.Did +The old man + action verb + rest ? 

c.Subject (Plural) +did +not +run +rest. 

2. Translate into English : 

a.আমম ফুদামিটি ভামি মি। 

b.আমার বাবা গতকা আমফস যাি মি। 

c.মমতা মক ততামাকক মিঠি মকেমি? 

d.তিাক া তিকটি অন্ধ তাকটিকক সাহাযয ককরমি। 

e.তারা মক গতসপ্তাকহ এই গ্রাকম একসমি? 

Answer Part 

1.a.The girl read(তরড)the story book. 

b.Did the old man walk slowly? 

c.They did not run in the park. 

2.a.I did not break the flower vase. 

b.My father did not go to his office yesterday. 

c.Did Mita write you a letter? 

d.The little boy helped the blind man. 



 

 

e.Did they come to this village last week? 

Note :  

*The above task has been given as an example.Practise the same as 
above at home . 

*Drop your queries regarding the chapter in comment box,if any. 

*Mention your Name,Class,Section,Roll No,Contact No(We shall contact                 
you directly if needed) 

 


